VALUE-AD LEAD MANAGEMENT SYSTEM CASE STUDY
Standard Bank Financial Services (SBFC) first implemented Value-Ad’s
Lead Management Solution in 2010. Since then annually to Standard
Bank’s Financial Consultants. the system automatically allocates,

tracks and manages over 300 000 leads.

About Value-Ad
Since 2005, Value-Ad’s automated lead management system has been helping clients
increase sales revenue. Value-Ad’s in-depth understanding of the sales process and their
system’s ability to measure the sales process in real time provides the metrics that their
clients can use to improve campaign success and sales team performance.
With offices in Australia and South Africa, Value-Ad assists sales teams worldwide to
match the r ight lead, to the r ight sales per son, at the r ight tim e .
Value-Ad’s automated solutions have enjoyed successes in a number of industries
including banking, life assurance, real estate, telecommunications and the motor trade.

About SBFC
Standard Bank Financial Consultancy (SBFC), a division of Standard Bank Insurance and
Wealth, offers professional financial planning advice and top end wealth management
products to the Bank’s Clients. SBFC’s sales model is based largely on the identification
of potential clients from the bank’s customer base using propensity modelling, cross-sell
and up-sell campaigns, as well as referrals from the bank branch network.

Historical Key Challenges for SBFC
Prior to 2010, when Value-Ad rolled out its leads management solution to all SBFC’s
Consultants, SBFC faced the following challenges:





A disconnect between lead generators, such as tellers and branch employees,
and their Financial Consultants.
Difficulty measuring and managing the activity and conversion of the vast
numbers of leads generated from multiple sources.
Ineffective and manual allocation of the leads generated from each lead source
and across the different sales channels.
Restricted type of technology solutions that the bank could implement due to the
large and distributed branch network with limited communications bandwidth.

SBFC required:




A solution that did not impact existing bandwidth, that could be easily
integrated into existing infrastructure and required no additional software
implementation at the point of sale.
A solution that was fast to implement and easy to use without large change
management interventions with the sales and branch teams.
A solution that could easily adapt to the changing landscape of leads
based selling in the bank.

Implementation Highlights and Results: 2010 - 2014


Value-Ad’s Software as a Service model was easy and quick to configure
in order to address SBFC’s needs. The solution’s open interfaces made it
possible integrate into the necessary bank frameworks and systems with
no impact on the branch networks or activities. On the basis of these and
other advantages the Value-Ad leads management system was selected
as the preferred solution and started distributing leads to 700 SBFC
Consultants in 2010. Since implementation in 2010 Value-Ad has
managed more than 1.1 million leads sent to SBFC consultants.



Leads sources from multiple disparate sources within the bank and other
partners are ‘centralised’ on the leads system and distributed
automatically and consistently to the sales teams.



Leads are delivered to the consultant by email without the need for
installed software at the point of sale, or for the consultant to log into a
system to access the lead. Each lead is provided with comprehensive
client and campaign information describing the opportunity as well the
steps to be followed in the sale.



The lead delivery mechanism provides simple easy to use feedback
options that match the expected sales steps to be followed. Additional
outcome reasons and comments can also be captured. Based on the
feedback received the system uses a workflow process to remind the
sales person of the expected next action step or if the lead SLA is not
matched. Escalation messaging, automated lead allocation rules etc. are
impacted by feedback received.



Detailed information of each lead and the lead’s progress through the
sales process is maintained on the system. This has ensured that Service
Level Agreements in terms of client engagement and lead priority could be
set and strictly managed by the bank and sales management.



The leads management system is integrated with a comprehensive data
warehouse and reporting environment that provides detailed reporting and
data analytics capabilities to all levels of sales management. Real time and
comparative campaign, lead source and sales team performance metrics
has provided SBFC transparent MIS reporting.



Value-Ad’s lead management system has become key in the sale’s
incentive remuneration process. By providing a quantifiable platform for
management, consultants are incentivized according to the data provided
by Value-Ad on deadline and sales conversions thresholds.



In a recent campaign the Value-Ad leads management system was used to
send dormant leads to the Bank’s Direct Life Insurance Call Centre. This
has resulted in a 7.5% conversion rate, with leads that were previously
deemed “dead in the water”.

The Future: 2014+
“We always look forward to working with the team at SBFC, to extend and tweak
the system so as to continuously innovate and improve their sales from
campaigns and lead referral activities.
We are particularly excited about rolling out our new m obile w eb-site in the first
half of 2014 which will mean the SBFC consultants can receive their leads and
interact with the system using their smart phone and tablet devices. The
proliferation of these devices and the delivery of sales leads to them will make the
process even simpler and add enormous value to the lead opportunity and the
sales process as a whole”
- Mark Scriven Value-Ad’s Technical Director

Smart Allocation
SBFCs’ current focus is on understanding more about the client’s journey within
the Bank. The need to not only know that a client exists but to better understand
how the client arrived as a lead, what their exact requirements are and how these
needs can be best met and enhanced by various departments within the bank has
become key.
Value-Ad has been working closely with SBFC to introduce Value-Ad’s Smart
Allocation process to the bank’s outbound sales call centers.

The Smart Allocation process has been implemented by Value-Ad for clients in
Asia and Australia. It is based on profiling both the lead and the consultant in
order to match the lead to the consultant with the highest probability of making
that sale.
This method extends current propensity techniques in that it focuses on the
overall optimization of the sales team, resulting in stable increased closing ratios
for the team as a whole instead of erratic singular performances.
In a recent study with a call centre in Singapore, it was found that Value-Ad
Smart Allocation process was able to increase sales by 38.3%, with the
average deal size increasing by 25%.

Summary
“Having the ability to track the exact journey of the lead is providing invaluable
information about our client’s journey. We are able to better identify trends as well
as opportunities for other Bank Offerings.” - Brian Jervis, Head of Business
Development for Standard Bank, South Africa
If you are interested in making more out of your outbound sales calls, click here to contact
Value-Ad to arrange an obligation free discussion.

